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Intent - The Next Five Years 

● Increase challenge, breath, and support through the options process from Year 9 onwards. 
● Provide breadth and depth of learning in KS3 with an emphasis on challenging and 

creative subjects, teaching skills that apply across the curriculum and underpin 
knowledge. 

● Skills and ‘Thought For The Week’ to be embedded in Tutor Time and through empowering 
themed days and conferences. Ensure that we embed the Character Curriculum through 
LORIC. 

● Promote languages through continuing the study of languages in Year 9 and increase the 
uptake in the EBacc. 

● Developing a ‘Super-Curriculum’ to support all students across all year groups through 
extra-curricular clubs, trips and events. All trips to be provided as an entitlement. To 
include visits to The Globe, STEM and E-Safety (11 by 11). 

● Provide a wider range of student leadership opportunities for all years. 
● All students to attend at least one club per week. Time for clubs facilitated by removal of 

Thursday Tutor Time and 2.40pm end to school on Thursday (2020-21). 
● Providing opportunities in curriculum and extra-curricular time for: Getting Ready for 

Work; Community Campaigns. 
● Provide greater challenge through the options process from Years 9 to 11 through subjects 

that include: History; Geography; Film and Media; Sociology; Psychology; Additional 
Languages; Economics; Engineering and Computer Science. 

● Provide greater breadth through subjects including: Art; Citizenship; Dance; Drama; 
Music; Business Studies; PE, RE, and Textiles. 

● Provide greater support to the curriculum through subjects that include Preparation for 
GCSEs (Year 9): Foundation Learning; Preparation for Work; Core Support (Year 11). 

● Re-introduce work experience (100 hours World of Work); meet all Gatsby Benchmarks. 
● Provide motivational taster days (from Year 9 onwards) and Foundation courses (Year 10 

and 11) in partnership with Post-16 providers in: Child Care; Hair and Beauty; Travel and 
Tourism; Construction; Plumbing; Land Based Studies; Carpentry; Dance; Music Production; 
Animal Care; Game Design; Project Management; and support with work experience 
placements. 

● Year 7 Curriculum project supported by Islington LA. 
 

Implementation – What Have We Done? 

● We have agreed our vision statement: 
 

At Beacon High we aim to provide a broad and balanced curriculum that provides challenge, 
breadth and support; that develops resilience and motivates learning; that provides the 

knowledge and skills required in an ever changing world. 
 

● INSET with staff (October/November 2018/March 2019) focused on developing the 
curriculum vision and we are committed to an improved curriculum that enables progress 
for all students, across all subjects.  

● We have created our Learning Journey (2019-20) from Year 7 to Year 11. Subject areas are 
also using this model to showcase the breadth of subject curriculum offers. 

● Assemblies and surveys with students about subjects that they want to learn and would 
gain most from. 

● Replaced Learning Beyond the Classroom days with more quality and subject educational 
visits and skills workshops such as safety. We have applied for an extensive range of 
cultural curriculum enhancing activities through the 11 by 11 programme. 
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● Met with vocational providers such as the Post-16 providers to deliver vocational links and 

taster days, such as the Year 10 visit to CONEL, 11 visits to Westminster Kingsway 
(construction). 

● The launch of a new character curriculum LORIC: Leadership; Organisation; Resilience; 
Imitative; Communication. This is delivered through Tutor Time and Assemblies, using PiXL 
resources. 

● The launch and completion of the first stage of project based independent learning tasks at Key 
Stage 3: ‘Beacon Edge’. 

● Introduced themed Student Conference Days. 
● Created a new Year 7 Base and curriculum. 
● Introduced a Careers Advisor and a Key Stage 4 Academic Mentor alongside work experience and 

workplace mentors. (MUFG; Deutsche Bank; ReachOut). 
● CPD time allocated to the creation of Beacon High ‘Learning Journeys’ for all subject areas to 

provide a clear continuation of learning and skills from KS2 - KS4. 
 

Impact - What Has Been The Impact So Far? 

● Strong student interest in challenging subjects such as Engineering, motivational subjects such 
as Health and Social Care and Construction. As a result, we offered Health and Social Care as 
an option in Year 10 and will look to develop Engineering and Construction in the future. 

● The successful Gardening Club support subjects such as Land Based Studies/Animal Care (see the 
Peace Garden Project and Construction Projects). 

● We have a clear five-year plan to improve our curriculum to match the needs of our 
students. 

Barriers to Change: 

● Financial restraints on the school budget that currently restrict an expansion of the 
subjects offered, including physical space and staffing. 

● Staffing and subject expertise. 
● Falling roll in KS3. 
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